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The audience is waiting for me
Everyone is anticipating your arrival
The place is packed, no empty seats
Cause tonightÂ’s gona be a revival

Bridge:
Back stage is crazy, baby
We donÂ’t need no dressing room, 
WeÂ’re already naked
The countdownÂ’s already begun, 
So letÂ’s go out and have some fun! 

Chorus:
And let the show begin for one and on
Put on the performance of a lifetime, 
Lifetime, lifetime, lifetime! 
For the walls
And girl you did your thing, 
You have a curtain call
I want more, letÂ’s give em an encore
Encore, encore, encore
For the walls
For the waaaalls
For the walls! 

New city every night
Under the bright light
DonÂ’t get no sleep, 
Cause we do 6 shows a week! 
ItÂ’s one day off, so thatÂ’s one show for free
Cause we left before every night! 

Bridge:
Back stage is crazy, baby
We donÂ’t need no dressing room, 
WeÂ’re already naked (naked girl)
The countdownÂ’s already begun (already)
So letÂ’s go out and have some fun! 

Chorus:
Let the show begin for one and on
Put on the performance of a lifetime, 
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Lifetime, lifetime, lifetime! 
For the walls (and baby girl)
For the walls
And girl you did your thing, 
You have a curtain call
I want more, letÂ’s give em an encore
Encore, encore, encore
For the walls
For the waaaalls
For the walls! 

Baby girl, we got an audience tonight
CanÂ’t you find it in your heart to do me right?
Not for me, 
But for the walls! 
Can you get on top and do what you like?
Dancing slow, it donÂ’t matter, do it all night! 
Not for me
But for the walls! 
Hmmmm oh!
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